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Your Highness, 

 

As a member/supporter of ACAT-Switzerland, the Action by Christians for the Abolition of Torture and 

the Death Penalty, I am writing to you as I am particularly concerned about the fate of 

Dr. Mohammed al-Roken, Dr. Nasser bin Ghaith and Ahmed Mansoor, 

three human rights defenders who are serving long prison sentences in the United Arab Emirates.  

Dr. Mohammed al-Roken, a well-known scientist and human rights lawyer, was sentenced to 10 years of 

imprisonment by the Supreme Court on July 2, 2013 for having peacefully exercised his rights to 

freedom of speech and assembly. 

Dr. Nasser bin Ghaith, also a human rights defender, was sentenced to 10 years of imprisonment by the 

federal Court of appeal in Abu Dhabi on March 29, 2017. He was accused, among others, of 

“transmitting false information”. Besides, Dr. Nasser suffers from a poor health. 

On his side, the blogger and human rights activist Ahmed Mansoor has been in prison for already three 

years. On December 31, 2018 the State security chamber of the Supreme Court in Abu Dhabi confirmed 

the sentence to 10 years of imprisonment handed down to Mr. Mansoor in an unfair trial. In 2019, he 

was on hunger strike twice to protest against his conditions of detention. Before his arrest, Ahmed 

Mansoor publicly and regularly expressed his concerns about the violations of human rights in his 

country and in the war in Yemen.  

These three men have been unjustly sentenced to heavy punishments for only having peacefully 

defended human rights in their country. I am thus urgently appealing to your Authority, so that you 

ensure that:  

• Dr. Mohammed al-Roken, Dr. Nasser bin Ghaith and Ahmed Mansoor are immediately and 

unconditionally released and their sentences are cancelled; 

• Human rights defenders and all other detainees are treated humanely and have regular access and 

contact to lawyers, doctors as well as to their families; 

• The persons committed to the defense of human rights can pursue their work without limitations 

nor reprisals. 

We remind the authorities of the United Arab Emirates, which is a Party to the UN Convention against 

torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, that they are bound to respect 

the rights of this instrument, which apply to all persons, including detainees. 

I thank you for the attention you will give to this concern. 

 

 

 

Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan 

Crown Prince Court 

King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud Street 

P.O. 124 

Abu Dhabi 

United Arab Emirates 
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